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(57) ABSTRACT 

The invention uses а new process called dynamic pin reas
signment (DPR) to alter the circuitry. The system assigns 
input and output signals to buses that lead to а central distri
bution point, the crossbar, in the circuit. At the crossbar, 
signals are routed to the appropriate destination over one of 
the bus wires to the correct chip from the crossbar. At irregular 
intervals, the signal mapping for each in/out function is 
changed. The assignments or mappings, comprise the state of 
the circuit at any time. The period that а state is valid is 
determined Ьу applying а reseeding function to а portion of а 
randomized stream that calculates the next state and the dura
tion ofvalidity. Multiple seeds or keys are used to create the 
states. Because each key changes independently ofthe other 
keys and without notice, the time interval for а valid state is 
greatly reduced, complicating any effort to reveal the internal 
states of chips. 

9 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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POLYMORPПIC ПARDWARE ENGINE 

BACKGROUND OF ТНЕ INVENTION 

Today's modern lifestyle depends on digital computer sys- 5 

tems and those systems are vulneraЬ!e to attacks that disrupt 
communications, alter/access data or issue false commands/ 
data. Disrupting communications hampers the ability of the 
system to react to changing conditions. If that reaction is 
delayed too long the asset or facility may not Ье аЬ!е to alter 10 

its operation in time to prevent а service outage or damage to 
the equipment. Altering and accessing data allows the system 
to react correctly but changes the situation to one which 
should not exist or simply supplies the intruder with sensitive 
information. Finally, issuing false commands tells the system 15 

to alter its state to react the wrong way, potentially resulting in 
damage to the system, or loss of service or loss of life. For 
example one type of attack that issues false commands is the 
"replay" attack in which an intruder or hacker records com
mands sent Ьу the network and then replays it on the network. 20 

This attack is very effective because the attacker does not 
have to decrypt the message; he merely observes the effect of 
the traffic. Replay attacks can Ье used over and over until the 
system rejects those messages. 

All of the attacks can Ье foiled using а single counter 25 

measure-polymorphism. Polymorphism or "mutating" is 
defined as the aЬility to change (perhaps an encryption from 
one method to another or hardware functionality) on the fly. 
Polymorphism has two components which when comЬined 
make up what the inventors herein call CipherLoc®. The two 30 

components are 
(1) а polymorphic cipher engine (the software) and 
(2) а polymorphic hardware engine. 
The polymorphic cipher engine and the polymorphic hard

ware engine platforms are designed to work together but are 35 

mutually exclusive of each other and can Ье used separately in 
а multitude of divergent ways. 

The present invention is directed to the second compo
nent-the polymorphic hardware engine. 

2 
nects that allow the Ыocks to Ье "wired together" -somewhat 
like many ( changeaЬ!e) logic gates that can Ье inter-wired in 
(many) different configurations. Logic Ыocks can Ье config-
ured to perform complex comЬinational functions, or merely 
simple logic gates like AND and XOR. In most FPGAs, the 
logic Ыocks also include memory elements, which may Ье 
simple flip-flops or more complete Ыocks ofmemory. 

Some FPGAs have analog features in addition to digital 
functions. The most common analog feature is programmaЬ!e 
slew rate and drive strength on each output pin, allowing the 
engineer to set slow rates on lightly loaded pins that would 
otherwise ring unacceptaЬ!y, and to set stronger, faster rates 
on heavily loaded pins on high-speed channels that would 
otherwise run too slowly. Another relatively common analog 
feature is differential comparators on input pins designed to 
Ье connected to differential signaling channels. А few "mixed 
signal FPGAs" have integrated peripheral analog-to-digital 
converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog converters (DACs) 
with analog signal conditioning Ыocks allowing them to 
operate as а system-on-a-chip. Such devices Ьlur the line 
between an FPGA, which carries digital ones and zeros on its 
internal programmaЬ!e interconnect fabric, and field pro
grammaЬ!e analog array (FPAA), whichcarries analog values 
on its internal programmaЬ!e interconnect fabric. 

The invention uses а new process called dynamic pin reas
signment (DPR) to alter the circuitry. The system assigns 
input and output signals to buses that lead to а central distri
bution point, the crossbar, in the circuit. At the crossbar, 
signals are routed to the appropriate destination over one of 
the bus wires to the correct chip from the crossbar. At irregular 
intervals, the signal mapping for each in/out function is 
changed. The assignments or mappings, comprise the state of 
the circuit at any time. The period that а state is valid is 
determined Ьу applying а reseeding function to а portion of а 
randomized stream that calculates the next state and the dura
tion ofvalidity. Multiple seeds or keys are used to create the 
states. Because each key changes independently ofthe other 
keys and without notice, the time interval for а valid state is 
greatly reduced, complicating any effort to reveal the internal 

40 states of chips. 
SUMМARY OF ТНЕ INVENTION 

Certain types of support chips have the aЬility to Ье recon
figured while operating. These chips are called field program
maЬ!e gate arrays (FPGA' s ). А field programmaЬ!e gate array 45 

(FPGA) is an integrated circuit designed to Ье configured Ьу 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ТНЕ DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is а graphic depiction ofLinear Reconfiguration. 
FIG. 2 is а graphic depiction of а single stream cipher with 

changing code key. 
FIG. 3 is а graphic depiction of multiple stream ciphers 

with changing code keys. 
FIG. 4 is а diagram ofthe use of а multiplexer processing 

several input. 
FIG. 5 is а diagram of the use of several code/cipher 

streams to process а message within а hardware multiplexer. 
FIG. 6 is а diagram of several chips connected together in 

а circuit through а crossbar. 
FIG. 7 is а graphic depiction ofthe use of multiple seeds or 

keys to alter the states of а circuit. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ТНЕ INVENTION 

А concept called linear reconfiguration (LR) as illustrated 
in FIG. 1 is the practice of changing the configuration of 
something each time period. One ofthe major drawbacks of 
changing а cipher or key when using а polymorphic key 
progression algorithm (РКРА) is the latency encountered 

а customer or а designer after manufacturing-hence "field
programmaЬ!e". The FPGA configuration is generally speci
fied using а hardware description language (HDL ), similar to 
that used for an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 50 

( circuit diagrams were previously used to specifY the configu
ration, as they were for ASICs, but this is increasingly rare). 
Contemporary FPGAs have large resources oflogic gates and 
random access memory (RAM) Ыocks to implement com
plex digital computations. As FPGA designs employ very fast 55 

I/Os and Ьidirectional data buses it becomes а challenge to 
verifY correct timing of valid data within setup time and hold 
time. Floor planning enaЬ!es resources allocation within 
FPGA to meet these time constraints. FPGAs can Ье used to 
implement any logical function that anASIC could perform. 60 

The aЬility to update the functionality after shipping, partial 
re-configuration of а portion of the design and the low non
recurring engineering costs relative to anASIC design (not
withstanding the generally higher unit cost), offer advantages 
for many applications. 65 during the change. Ideally the next cipher/key comЬination 

would Ье synchronizing with the data stream while the 
present cipher/key comЬination is active. At the end of that 

FPGAs contain programmaЬ!e logic components called 
"logic Ыocks", and а hierarchy of reconfiguraЬ!e intercon-
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period the encryption would immediately change to the next 
cipher/key data stream as illustrated in FIG. 2. 

Unfortunately, ifthis transmission is noted and seen Ьу а 
hacker, they would know how long а section of code has the 
same key and cipher, making it much easier to break. In 
addition it consideraЬ!y slows down the transmission of data. 

4 
For each chip, there are five sets of information that are 

managed Ьу the circuit. These sets are: 
1. {Fctn,nlFunction pins into the chip }, 
2. {Fctn

0
u,IFunction pins out ofthe chip }, 

3. {Mapc;.co,fctnlci=input chip, co=output chip, fctn=pin 
function}, 

4. {Randomlone line to each chip }, and 
5. {Nullsleach null line is а cryptonull}. 

The I/O count for each chip, i, is denoted Ьу IO" Therefore, 
the total number ofwires in the bus to each chip, Ъ,, must Ье 

Ьi?.!Oi 

Eliminating this latency overhead is very important and is 
one of the main considerations when choosing an effective 
implementation of ciphers. Ideally there would Ье several 
lines working simultaneously that were offset from each other 10 

Ьу the correct amount. Each stream of data would Ье chosen 
one at а time, in sequence, In hardware this is known as 
multiplexing. Three different streams of encryption may Ье 
illustrated in FIG. 3. 

Note that each change of the ciphertakes place while one of 
the other ciphers is staЬ!e. Ifthe ciphers are applied until the 
change of ciphers on that stream, then the output changes to 
the next cipher/key pair in the next stream. The changes take 
place in а multiplexer with each line sequentially selected. 
Changes take place in less than а single character so there is 20 

no latency seen at the output and overhead takes place when 

and, for the entire board, there must Ье at least В wires on the 

15 
board, where 

а stream is inactive. This is illustrated in FIG. 4. 
If the multiplexer is composed of individual streams then 

the diagram would look as shown in FIG. 5. 
If the Ьох consisting of code and cipher streams were а 

hardware implementation in а single FPGA, each cipher/key 
stream could Ье implemented in one reconfiguraЬ!e sector. 
This has the same effect as shown for LR streams with no 
overhead and latency. Each sector is configured and in its turn 
is used as the stream for data, and then reconfigured when 
done in order to resynchronize for its next time slot of service. 
In this way а rewritaЬ!e chip can Ье used to achieve а mutating 
cipher. Note: 

1. Such а design methodology can also Ье used in other 
circumstances. Any function, whether randomly changing or 
changing as а function of some deterministic system, can Ье 
similarly implemented and reconfigured as needed. 

2. This type of design gets stronger and more responsive as 
the reconfiguraЬ!e hardware improves. 

This is important because digital circuits are composed of 
а set of states and transitions. If the set is finite, then it is 
possiЬ!e to reconstruct the circuit Ьу observing the outputs 
from the circuit given а known input sequence. This is а 
proЬ!em if you were to implement а cipher directly into а 
static chip configuration-it could Ье reverse engineered Ьу а 
competitor, or а hacker. Ifthe layout of а circuit is on а printed 
circuit board (РСВ), those layouts are static as are the encod
ing ofthe states, I/O definitions, and transitions ofthe circuit. 

From а manufacturing perspective, РСВ design is only 
partially automated, with each layout manually customized 
for the circuitry ofthe board, thus, incurring а non-recover
aЬ!e engineering (NRE) charge for each circuit. Each change 

п 

В?.~ (Ьi+З) 

and the additional wires are for communications with the chip 
and the randomizing data to the chip. Any additional bus 
connections on the board are used as cryptonulls, routing 

25 
random, meaningless, data to а chip in order to complicate 
reconstructing the circuit. 

At the Crossbar, signals are routed from their source to the 
appropriate destination over one of the bus wires connected to 
the correct chip from the Crossbar. At irregular intervals, the 

30 
signal mapping for each I/O functions is changed. The assign
ments, or mappings, comprise the state of the circuit connec
tion at any time. The period that а state is valid is determined 
Ьу applying а reseeding function to а portion of а randomized 
stream that calculates the next state and the duration ofvalid-

35 ity: 
As shown in FIG. 7 Multiple seeds, or keys, are used to 

create the states. Because each key changes independently of 
the other keys and without notice, the time interval for а valid 
state is greatly reduced, complicating any effort to reveal the 

40 
internal states of chips. 

DPR has two main applications: speeding development of 
а circuit, and circuit security. 

Any circuit can Ье quickly prototyped and produced Ьу 
implementing the circuit in programmaЬ!e chips that have the 

45 
DPR circuitry installed, subject to having enough pins avail
aЬ!e for the I/O requirements of each individual chip. Any 
chips that are unused can Ье depopulated on the board for 
minimizing the cost of implementation. Having а small set of 
standard boards that can Ье mass produced and kept in inven-

50 tory greatly reduces overhead costs for the first implementa
tion of circuitry. If а product proves successful enough to 
warrant customized boards, then а second design round can 
Ье followed as needed. 

to the circuit results in а new РСВ layout and each incurs an 
additional NRE charge. Developing boards is costly and time 
intensive, а significant portion ofthe development budget and 55 

time line. 

The second application is securing а circuit. LR is particu
larly useful where the hardware does not maintain the same 
connections and configuration, it is much more difficult to 
reconstruct the circuit. DPR increases the number of connec
tions (с) for each chip (n) to 

Both proЬ!ems can Ье solved Ьу taking а new approach to 
the рrоЬ!ещ called Dynamic Pin Reassignment ("DPR."). 
CipherLoc® DPR is а system of assigning input and output 
signals to buses that lead to а central signal distribution point, 60 

the "crossbar" in the circuit as illustrated Ьу the following 
diagram ofFIG. 6. 

As shown in FIG. 6 each chip routes its' input and output 
(I/O) to the Crossbar. Data about the source or destination of 
signals is kept and handled at the Crossbar, based on knowl- 65 

edge ofthe key that is shared between the Crossbar and the 
chips. 

where w, are the number of wires to/from the chip (i), and IO, 
are the required number ofl/O signals forthe chip (i). Further, 
with proper randomization, the selection changes for every 
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time slot (s) as anindependentrandom variaЬ!e (IRV). Forthe 
length of operation, the number of possiЬ!e assignments (а) 
for the circuit I/O is 

6 
gives an edge to the company that does require custom 
board design to release product. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. А printed circuit board comprising at least one field 

programmaЬ!e gate array chip wherein 
(а) input and output signals are assigned to buses that lead 

to а central distribution point, the crossbar, in the circuit; 
(Ь) the signals are routed at the crossbar to an appropriate 

destination over one ofthe buses to the correct chip from 
the crossbar; 

(с) the assignments or mappings, comprise the state of the 
circuit at any time; 

( d) wherein the signal mapping for each in/out function is 
changed at irregular intervals; and 

( е) the period that а state is valid is detennined Ьу applying 
а reseeding function to а portion of а randomized stream 
that calculates the next state and the duration of validity. 

which increases multiplicatively. With no pseudo random 
10 

number generation, the only choice for sorting the possiЬ!e 
states Ъу brute force attack. А brute force attack requires an 
average of 1h а guesses, а very large number as s increases. In 
addition to the large number of possiЬilities, an attacker must 
know the results from every input/output pair in order to Ье 15 

~Ые to r~construct th~ cir~uit. Missing data from even а single 
t1me penod renders c1rcшt reconstruction impossiЬ!e. Such а 
l~rge number of possiЬilities makes it difficult, if not impos
s1Ыe, to reverse engineer the circuit. 

2. The printed circuit board of claim 1 wherein data about 

20 
the source or destination of signals is kept and handled at the 
Crossbar based on knowledge of the key that is shared 
between the crossbar and the chip. 

CipherLoc®'s Polymorphic Hardware Engine uses DPR 
to implement its polymorphic hardware solution in FPGA 
chips and is as secure as а polymorphic key progression 
algorithm (РКРА). DPR is useful in both security and proto
type implementation. 

Advantages of Polymorphic Hardware: 
1. Prevents reverse engineering of novel circuitry. 
2. Can Ье used to ensure variaЬility from use to use, such as 

for encryption. 
3. Makes state retention and recovery impossiЬ!e, 

25 

4. DPR provides better security against circuit re-engineer- 30 

ing because: 
а. The circuit layout is dynamic, 
Ъ. Chip functionality is not readily identified Ьу markings, 

I/O number, or other physical identifiers, 
с. The initial state ofthe circuit is not the same each time 35 

power is applied, 
d. System configuration does not depend on data provided 
Ъу а user. No password or key is known Ьу а human and 
cannot Ье compromised, 

е. U ses entropy and unicity distance to ensure security, and 40 

f. Relies on а polymorphic randomization. 
g. Because one cannot reverse engineer the layout and 

cannot Ье state analyzed easily 
5. The layout ofthe board is simplified, resulting in 
а. Reduced prototyping costs due to lack of: 

i. Custom design for board 
ii. Iterative board changes 
iii. Wasted time while the board is being fabricated 
iv. Purchase and delivery of required chips 
v. Board fabrication costs 

45 

50 

3. The printed circuit board of claim 2 wherein for each 
chip, there are five sets ofinfonnation that are managed Ьу the 
circuit. 

4. The printed circuit board of claim 3 wherein the sets are: 
(а). { Ctn,n 1 Function pins into the chip}, 
(Ь ). { Ctn

0
u,IFunction pins out ofthe chip }, 

(с). {Mapc;.co,fctulci=input chip, co=output chip, ctn=pin 
function}, 

( d). {Randoml one line to each chip}, and 
(е). {Nullsleach null line is а cryptonull}. 
5. The printed circuit board of claim 4 wherein 
(а) the I/O count for each chip, i, is denoted Ьу IO" and he 

total number ofwires in the bus to each chip, Ъ,, is Ье 

Ьi?.!Oi; 

(Ь) for the entire board, there are at least В wires on the 
board, where 

п 

В?.~ (Ьi+З); 

(с) the additional wires are for communications with the 
chip and the randomizing data to the chip; and 

( d) any additional bus connections on the board are used as 
cryptonulls, routing random, meaningless, data to а chip 
in order to complicate reconstructing the circuit. 

Ъ. Board reuse. Custom testing boards are no longer nec
essary, eliminating waste on the bench, the storage of old 
designs, and the security risk of reverse engineering 
from lab waste. 

с. No custom design unless realizing а cost reduction or 
perfonnance enhancement. After the need for security is 
past or after it is detennined that the sales of а design 
warrant cost reductions for economies of scale, а custom 
layout тау still Ье performed. Expenses related to pro
totyping а РСВ circuit can Ье deferred until after the 60 

product supports the outlay. 

6. А field programmaЬ!e gate array having multiple recon
figuraЬ!e sectors and programmed such that а cipher key is 
implemented in each sector to encrypt а data stream and each 
sector is configured, used as the stream for data and then 

55 
reconfigured when done in order to resynchronize for its next 
time slot of service. 

d. Speeds prototyping. Offthe shelfboards can Ье kept in 
stock and immediately used. There is no wait for boards 
to Ье designed, checked, fabricated, and stocked. Each 
round of design and development incurs the same pen
alty. Pre-manufactured boards can cut delay out of the 
vital time-to-market time period. Using а DPR circuit 

7. The field programmaЬ!e gate array of claim 6 wherein 
reconfigurations take place while one ofthe ciphers is being 
used as the stream for data. 

8. The field programmaЬ!e gate array of claim 7 wherein 
reconfigurations take place in а multiplexer with each line 
sequentially selected. 

9. The field programmaЬ!e gate array of claim 8 wherein 
reconfigurations take place in less than а single character so 

65 
there is no latency seen at the output and overhead takes place 
when а stream is inactive. 

* * * * * 


